
The Wheel Hoe
(Multi tool for the garden)
The best hand tool in the world
for the garden, gravel paths 
sand bunker and stone slabs.
 

Accessories:  
Edging blade
Ridging plough    
Hoe 16/25/35/ 50cm    
Gravel rake1m wide 
Snow plough 80cm wide

Take control over the weeds
whith the best hand tool in the world.

Snow plough 
80cm wide

    Whatch
 product films at
www.weedfree.nu

Gravel rake 1m wideEdging blade Ridging
plough

Hoe 
35/50cm

Hoe
16/25cm

In the garden
Gravel paths
Sand bunkers
Stone slabs
  

The Wheel hoe

Infinitely variable 
height adjustment
for the handle.

The Wheel Hoe makes it posible to use maximum of power with perfect ergonomic. 
Infinitely variable height adjustment for the handle makes you always work with 
stright up bak and you will always get maximum of power. This makes it posible to 
work with wide hoe´s: 16cm, 25cm, 35cm and 50cm.

The Edging blade works perfectly on 
al places where you want to cut the 
gras by the earth, sand and gravel.

The Ridging plough is an exellent 
tool for al kind of ridge crops. 
Eg: potatoes, carrots.

Gravel rake 1m wide for perfectly 
finished gravel paths

The Snow plogh makes it posible 
for easy and safe snow clearing. 
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Put the pipe for the handle in to the handle and put 1 of the cross 
twested in the holes and twist. 

Put the other end of the pipe for the handle in the pipe at the Wheel 
fork and put 1 of the cross twisted in the holes and twist. 

Instal the wheel. Put the sleeve for the wheel in the wheel put the 
wheel in the wheel fork and install the wheel bolt.  

Install the Hoe. Put the handle of the hoe into the pipe of the wheel 
fork and twist it with the bolt. 

Now is the Wheel Hoe readdy to use. Good Luck.

Installation instructions
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Contents in the package for the Wheel Hoe
  1. Handle
  2. The pipe for the handle
  3. Wheel fork??????
  4. The wheel
  5. Hoe 25cm wide
  6. Sleeve for the wheel
  

  7. Wheel bolt
  8  Nut for the Wheel bolt
  9. 2pcs of washers for the wheel bolt
10. 2pcs of cross twested with lathed end.
11. 1pc of bolt for the Hoe
12. Manual and installation instructions
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